Four baseball players are playing together now but played on different teams last season. Figure out which was each one’s team.

1. Exactly one player played in the city with the same initial of his name.
2. Charles didn’t play in Atlanta, and he doesn’t bear number 17.
3. The number of the player in the 2nd base is smaller than Diego’s but bigger than the player from Cincinnati.
4. In counter-clockwise order there are: Albert, number 66, Charles, and the player from Detroit.
5. Number 66 either played in Atlanta or is in the 1st base.
6. If Bob played in Boston, then the player from Cincinnati is in the 3rd base.
7. Number 17 is in the 1st or 2nd base.
8. If the player from Boston is at home base, Charles has number 81.
9. Players from Atlanta and Detroit are on opposite positions. Neither of them is number 6.
10. If Bob is in the 3rd base, then number 66 is at home base.
11. If Albert is in the 1st base, then he is number 6.